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Equilibrium analysis of the efficiency of an autonomous molecular computer
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In the whiplash polymerase chain reaction~WPCR!, autonomous molecular computation is implementedin
vitro by the recursive, self-directed polymerase extension of a mixture of DNA hairpins. Although computa-
tional efficiency is known to be reduced by a tendency for DNAs to self-inhibit by backhybridization, both the
magnitude of this effect and its dependence on the reaction conditions have remained open questions. In this
paper, the impact of backhybridization on WPCR efficiency is addressed by modeling the recursive extension
of each strand as a Markov chain. The extension efficiency per effective polymerase-DNA encounter is then
estimated within the framework of a statistical thermodynamic model. Model predictions are shown to provide
close agreement with the premature halting of computation reported in a recentin vitro WPCR implementation,
a particularly significant result, given that backhybridization had been discounted as the dominant error pro-
cess. The scaling behavior further indicates completion times to be sufficiently long to render WPCR-based
massive parallelism infeasible. A modified architecture, PNA-mediated WPCR~PWPCR! is then proposed in
which the occupancy of backhybridized hairpins is reduced by targeted PNA2 /DNA triplex formation. The
efficiency of PWPCR is discussed using a modified form of the model developed for WPCR. Predictions
indicate the PWPCR efficiency is sufficient to allow the implementation of autonomous molecular computation
on a massive scale.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The whiplash polymerase chain reaction~WPCR! was
proposed in 1997 by Hagiya,et al. @1#, as an alternative to
methods of DNA computing based on agenerate and search
strategy, such as those of Adleman@2# and Lipton @3#. In
generate and search, a combinatorial library of DNA mol-
ecules is generated, each of which encodes a candidate
tion to the computational problem of interest. This library
then screened for a molecule that encodes a correct solu
by the parallel application of a sequence of standard op
tions from biotechnology. While such a strategy efficien
exploits the data parallelism inherent in molecular comp
ing, the uniform application of a single set of biological ste
to all strands restricts implementation to computations t
execute a single set of instructions on a single input set.
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In WPCR molecular computation is implemented by t
recursive polymerase extension of a set of encoded sin
stranded DNA~ssDNA! molecules. As each member of th
set of extension processes executed by a given ssDN
directed by the strand’s base sequence, complex data s
tures and/or multistep computational procedures may be
coded into each strand. As a result, WPCR has the pote
to implement the parallel execution of multiple program
with different inputs, a significant improvement over th
Adleman-Lipton paradigm.

The feasibility of executing single@1# and successive@4#
state transitions by using WPCR has been established ex
mentally. A recent attempt to implement a longer path, ho
ever, reported failure after only a few transitions@5#. Al-
though WPCR is known to be susceptible
backhybridization, a systematic form of self-inhibition@1#, it
was assumed in Ref.@5# that problems due to backhybridiza
tion had been overcome by the application of an experim
tally optimized thermal protocol, and the observed efficien
problem was attributed to other error processes.

The primary focus of this paper is the development o
theoretical model of the impact of backhybridization o
WPCR efficiency. This model is then used to establish ba
hybridization as the principal factor responsible for the co
putational failure reported in Ref.@5#, and to support the
rational redesign of WPCR to reduce the impact of back
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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bridization. The organization is as follows. In Sec. II, t
WPCR architecture is described, and backhybridization
discussed conceptually. In Sec. III, the length distribution
extended strands, as a function of polymerization time
reaction conditions is examined by modeling the recurs
extension of each strand as a Markov chain. The exten
efficiency per polymerase-DNA encounter is then discus
using a statistical thermodynamic model of DNA hybridiz
tion. Model predictions are shown to provide close agr
ment with experimentally observed behavior@5#. Based on
the scaling behavior predicted by the model, complet
times are long enough to render WPCR-based massive
allelism infeasible. In Sec. IV, a modified architecture, PN
mediated WPCR~PWPCR! is proposed in which backhy
bridization is inhibited by targeted PNA2 /DNA triplex
formation. The efficiency of PWPCR is discussed using
modified form of the model developed for WPCR. Mod
predictions indicate that targeted triplex formation is acco
panied by a large increase in efficiency, which is sufficien
support the implementation of autonomous molecular co
putation on a massive scale.

II. THE WHIPLASH POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION

A. The basic architecture

In WPCR @1#, state transitions are implemented by t
template-directed, recursive polymerase extension of a m
ture of DNA hairpins. For clarity, this process is described
the context of the WPCR implementation of the simp
three-state, two-step computational path,a→b→c. Prior to
the beginning of the computation, a ssDNA molecule is
coded with three distinctive regions, as shown in Fig. 1~i!.
The transition rule regionencodes the computation’s set
transition rules. Each rule has the form of a simple st
transition from computational statex to statey; and is en-
coded into the DNA as arule block ~denotedx→y!. If X

denotes the DNA codeword for statex, and X̄ denotes its
Watson-Crick reverse complement, then the rule block
transitionx→y is formed by the adjacent pair of DNA code
words, 58-ȲX̄-38. The completed transition rule region
formed by the catenation of all rule blocks, punctuated
short stop sequences. In Fig. 1, the transition rule regi
contains rule blocks,a→b and b→c. Notice that the path
encoded by a strand is independent of the physical orde
of the blocks. The 38 most codeword forms thehead, which
encodes the strand’s initial state. For the computation sh
in Fig. 1, this corresponds to the DNA codewordA. The final
segment is thespacer, which carries no information but gua
antees that planned hybridizations occur freely.

Each state transition is implemented by a three-step
cess of hybridization, polymerase extension, and dena
ation, as shown in Fig. 1~ii !, for transitionsa→b and b
→c. The transition process is initiated by the spontane
hybridization of the 38 head with a complementary code
word in the transition rule region. The state transition e
coded by the hybridized rule block is then executed by po
merase extension of the head~horizontal arrow!, which
appends the DNA codeword for the new state to the stra
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38 end. Extension is terminated automatically when the po
merase encounters an adjacentstopsequence. Thispolymer-
ization stopoperation may be implemented by a length
polyadenine stop sequence, combined with the absenc
dTTP ~28 deoxythymidine 58 triphosphate! in the reaction
mixture. After denaturation, the extended strand is ready
a new round of hybridization and extension, and so on.
completion, a record of the computed path is encoded at
strand’s 38 end, as a string of catenated DNA codewords.
Fig. 1~iii !, this corresponds to the codeword strin
58-ABC-38.

As each strand may be encoded with a distinct set
transition rules and a distinct initial state, parallel compu
tion on a massive scale is achievable, in principle, by
production of a combinatorial mixture of DNA strands, ea
of which is encoded to execute a single path from the co
putational graph of interest, followed by the iterative app
cation of a thermal program appropriate for enforcing t
parallel hybridization, extension, and denaturation of all e
coded species. Theoretically, this process is computation
equivalent to thein vitro, parallel implementation of a set o
finite state machines@1#. As a result, the computationa
power of WPCR is limited to recognition on the class

FIG. 1. WPCR implementation of a short computational path.~i!
DNA single-strand encoding a WPCR program for executing
path,a→b→c. ~ii ! Each state transition begins with hybridizatio
of the 38 head with a complementary DNA codeword in the tran

tion rule region~e.g., codewordsA andĀ in extension 1!. Execution
of the state transition is then implemented by the polymerase ex
sion of the head~horizontal arrow! to the adjacent stop sequenc
~see text!. Hydrogen bonded regions are indicated by vertic
dashes.~iii ! At completion, the strand’s 38 end ~sequenceABC!
encodes the path,a→b→c. ~iv! Execution of the second extensio
(b→c), however, is inhibited by occupancy of the hairpin gen
ated by the first extension@panel~ii !, a→b#, which is both unex-
tendable and much more energetically favorable than the hai
required for extension 2. This effect is known asbackhybridization.
0-2
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regular languages@6#. Taken in combination with the ability
to generate an arbitrary pool of initially encoded WPCR m
ecules~e.g., using the annealing biostep of Adleman’s alg
rithm @2#!, however, WPCR is capable of solving instanc
of a variety of problems in NP-complete@1,4#.

B. Backhybridization

The feasibility of using WPCR to implement both sing
@1# and multiple@4,5# state transitions has been demonstra
in the laboratory. A serious barrier that confronts the scal
of the WPCR process, as well as its practical implementa
for small model systems, however, is a systematic tende
for strands to participate in a powerful form of self-inhibitio
known asbackhybridization@1,4,5#. As a concrete example
consider again the WPCR implementation of the two-s
path in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1~ii !, the second extensio
process requires the hybridization of codewordB with code-
word B̄ of rule block,b→c. The resulting hairpin structure
may then be extended by DNA polymerase~horizontal ar-
row!. The efficiency of this process, however, is comp
mised by the ability of the DNA strand to form the altern
tive backhybridized hairpin shown in Fig. 1~iv!, which is
both unextendable and much more energetically favora
than the planned, extendable hairpin. For a longer WP
implementation, the number of distinct backhybridized co
figurations increases as computation continues. For a st
undergoing ther th extension, a total ofr alternative hairpin
structures will be accessible, only one of which is extenda
by DNA polymerase. Occupancy of ther 21 backhybridized
structures serves to reduce the concentration of ssD
available to participate in computation.

Experimental investigation of WPCR has focused on t
ing the thermal program to increase the efficiency of rec
sive extension@4,5#. In the original WPCR protocol, the rec
ommended thermal program was the iterated application
three-step thermal cycle:~1! a hybridization period~rapid
cooling on ice!, ~2! a polymerization period~68 °C!, and~3!
a denaturation period~90 °C! @1#. In @4#, both the explicit
annealing and denaturation phases were eliminated, in f
of a two-step thermal cycle consisting of a brief incubati
period at 65 °C, followed by a longer polymerization peri
at 80 °C, the experimentally determined optimum tempe
ture. This thermal program, which was intended to estab
concurrent annealing, polymerization, and denaturation
been experimentally verified to improve efficiency@4,5#. Re-
cently, the effectiveness of this thermal protocol at imp
menting a single eight-step path was experimentally tes
@5#. Although premature failure was reported after only fi
extensions, the authors in Ref.@5# assumed that difficulties
due to backhybridization had been overcome by the ther
program, and attributed the premature failure to other e
processes.

III. THE EFFICIENCY OF WHIPLASH PCR

A. The distribution of molecular lengths

In order to provide a theoretical framework for evaluati
the impact of backhybridization on overall WPCR efficienc
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the recursive extension of each strand may be modeled a
independent Markov chain@7#. Although a general analysi
would also require an assessment of the effect of interm
lecular interaction, in WPCR all DNA strands are anchor
to a solid support, so that strand-strand interaction may
neglected. Let theextension state rof a WPCR-encoded
strand be defined to equal the number of times the mole
has been successfully extended, plus 1. For aq-step WPCR
implementation, extending strands may occupy a total oq
11 extension states, ranging fromr 51 ~completely unex-
tended! to r 5q11 ~fully extended!. Note that for extension
states,r ,q11, the r value of a strand also enumerates t
extension process currently being executed by the strand

Let e r denote the probability that an effective polymera
encounter with a strand in extension stater will find the
strand in the extendable configuration. Here, the term ‘‘eff
tive’’ refers to an encounter during which the orientations
the colliding molecules allow the formation of an enzym
substrate complex. For simplicity, the use of a uniform co
word length shorter than the mean polymerase processivi
assumed, so that any effective polymerase-strand encou
results in the all-or-none, codeword-length extension of
encountered strand. In this case, a strand will incremen
extension state during each effective encounter by either
0, with probabilitiese r and 12e r , respectively. For strand
that reach the final absorbing stateq11, no further extension
is possible ~i.e., eq1150!. According to the Chapman
Kolmogorov equation@7#, the single-step transition matri
for this process is given by

T5F 12e1 e1 ¯ 0 0

0 12e2 ¯ 0 0

] ] � � ]

0 0 ¯ 12eq eq

0 0 ¯ 0 1

G . ~1!

For a WPCR implementation composed ofNo initially
identical strands, the application of a single polymerizat
period, which implements an average ofN̄e effective en-
counters per strand at constant reaction temperature is m

eled by theN̄e-step polymerization matrix,E5TN̄e. The
overall state occupancies afterN̄e effective encounters are
then given by the elements of the row vector,

@N1N2¯Nq11#5@No0¯0#•E, ~2!

whereNr>1 denotes the total number of strands occupy
stater, and allNo strands are assumed to begin in the fu
unextended state. If a more complicated thermal progr
which consists of several polymerization periods of dive
temperature and duration is applied, the extension proc
may be modeled by~1! estimating anN̄e value for each
subcycle,~2! constructing a transition matrix of the form
provided by Eq.~1! for each subcycle, according to the r
action conditions employed, and~3! applying the resulting
set of transition matrices, in order, to the initial state occ
pancy vector.
0-3
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B. The efficiency per polymerase-DNA encounter

The quantity,e r may be estimated within the framewor
of a statistical thermodynamic model. Consider an ensem
Sr of identical WPCR molecules, each of which occup
extension state,r ~i.e., has been extendedr 21 times!. As-
suming an all-or-none model of duplex formation, memb
of Sr will be distributed amongst a total ofr 11 configura-
tions: an unfolded ssDNA species, a polymerase extend
hairpin species, and a set ofr 21 unextendable hairpin spe
cies, each of which is a backhybridized artifact of a previo
extension. If the zero free-energy state is defined to co
spond to that of the fully unstacked, unbonded ssDNA m
ecule, then the statistical weight of a simple hairpin config
ration, which consists of a terminal loop ofn unpaired bases
and a lone duplex island of lengthj paired bases is estimate
by

K5
sM ~n!Zj

~n11!1.5 . ~3!

Here, Zj is the statistical weight of stacking in the duple
island, s is the cooperativity parameter@8#, and M (n) ac-
counts for significant deviations from the Jacobso
Stockmayer 1.5 power law, observed for hairpins with ve
small loops due to chain stiffness and steric hindrance@8#. As
each member of the set of hairpins that form in a WP
implementation will contain a large terminal loop~i.e., n
> l s, the spacer length in bases!, the formation of small
loops is explicitly prevented. Effects due to chain stiffne
and loop steric hindrance are therefore neglected@M (n)
51#.

Ensuring the uniformity of the various extension reactio
of an implementation is critical to efficiency@4#. WPCR
codewords are therefore typically selected to have unifo
GC content, which results in an approximately equal Gib
free energy of stacking for each codeword with its Wats
Crick complement@5#. In this case, the statistical weight of
duplex island of lengthj may be estimated byZj5sj 21 @9#,
wheres is the statistical weight of stacking for the avera
base pair doublet of the implementation.

Let the t r denote the characteristic relaxation time for
WPCR-encoded strand in stater. For simplicity, attention is
restricted to WPCR implementations in whicht r! t̄ e , the
mean time between successive effective encounters
DNA polymerase, for a typical ssDNA in the mixture. In th
case,e r corresponds to the equilibrium fraction of strands
Sr which occupy the extendable configuration, which is
timated by the ratio of the statistical weight of the extenda
hairpin to the sum of the statistical weights of all structur
Constructing this ratio with the particular valuesj 5 l ~the
uniform codeword length! and j 52l for the single planned
andr 21 backhybridized hairpin configurations, respective
yields

e r5F11g rs
l1

~nr11!1.5

ssl 21 G21

~4!

Here, the parameter
02191
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, ~5!

expresses the impact of variations in loop length betw
competing hairpin structures, as a function of extension s
r, wherenr is the number of loop nucleotides of the exten
able configuration, and eachni is the number of loop nucle
otides in the hairpin structure extended during previous
tension process,i.

C. The mean efficiency of theq-step WPCR encoding

The evaluation of the set,$e r ;r 51,...,q% for a specific
WPCR-encoded DNA strand requires knowledge of the
action conditions, and the static~i.e., specifics of the DNA
encoding, and the number of transition rules,q! and dynamic
~i.e., g r andnr! characteristics of the process encoded by
strand. Here, the term dynamic refers to properties that v
with r. Determination of the preciser dependence of the
dynamic characteristics requires knowledge of the orde
set of loop sizes,$nr ;r 51,...,q% of the strand’sq planned
configurations, which is determined by the specific order
of the encoded transition rules. The low order polynom
dependence ofe r upon loop size, however, suggests th
variations resulting from permutations in the rule orderi
will be small. For this reason, the impact on efficiency due
the specific transition rule ordering is neglected.e r is then
taken to be adequately approximated byē r , the efficiency
per effective polymerase encounter for a strand with
‘‘mean’’ q-step WPCR transition-rule encoding, in which th
loop length of the extendable configuration of each extens
stater is equal ton̄r , the mean length for that state averag
over all possible transition rule orderings.

In order to estimate the set,$n̄r% let the location of the
transition rule implemented by a strand in extension star
be modeled as a discrete random variable, distributed
formly over the set of rules encoded on the strand. Fo
q-step path, with a uniform codeword length ofl bases, the
mean loop length of an extendable WPCR-encoded hai
in state,r 51 is given by the average over the loop lengths
q extendable hybridized configurations, or n̄1

5(1/q)(h50
q21( l s12lh)5 l s1 l (q21), wherel s is the spacer

length, and the small contribution due to stop sequences
been neglected. Since each extension addsl bases to the
spacing between the head and the transition rule region,
mean loop size of the extendable hairpin for a strand in
tension stater is given byn̄r5n̄11 l (r 21)'(q1r ) l , where
the use of a short spacer sequence (ql@ l s) has been as-
sumed. Insertion into Eq.~5!, followed by application of the
Euler-MacLaurin summation formula@10#, retaining only the
leading integral yields the approximation

ḡ r'2~12d1r !F ~q1r !1.5

Aq
2~q1r !G ~6!

Here,d lr is the Krönecker delta, and the factor (12d lr ) must
be included in order to properly model the absence of ba
hybridized structures during the first extension process.ḡ r
0-4
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has limiting behaviorḡ r'r for 1,r !q, andḡ r'1.66r for
r 5q. If the minor deviation from 1.66r observed for small
r .1 is neglected, insertion ofḡ r andnr into Eq. ~4! yields
the estimate,

ē r'H 111.66~12d1r !rs
l1

@ l ~q1r !#1.5

ssl 21 J 21

. ~7!

Although the single-path implementation is conceptua
interesting, the primary appeal of WPCR lies in the poten
to implement, in parallel a vast number of distinct compu
tional paths. In addition to estimating the efficiency per
fective polymerase encounter for a single-path WPCR imp
mentation, Eq.~7! also has limited applicability to paralle
WPCR. In particular,ē r estimates the mean efficiency p
effective encounter for each strand, for the special cas
parallel WPCR in which the various encoded species di
only in transition rule region structure.

D. The mean effective polymerase-DNA encounter rate

An estimate of the mean number of effective DNA pol
merase encounters per DNA strand that occur in a sin
incubation period, in the limit of saturating substrate conc
tration, may be constructed by means of stochastic mode
polymerase-ssDNA interaction. Consider anNo strand
WPCR implementation, in which a total ofNu units ofTher-
mus aquaticus~Taq! DNA polymerase~1 unit corresponds to
the synthesis of 10 nmol of product in 30 min, using
excess of activated salmon sperm DNA as substrate@11#! are
utilized to implement recursive extension. For convenien
let the quantityv t be defined as the number of complet
oligonucleotide-length extensions performed per second b
unit of TaqDNA polymerase under optimal conditions, give
excess dsDNA substrate~both target and primer! and the
absence of competition from unextendable dsDNA substr
TaqDNA polymerase is characterized as both fast and hig
processive @11#. It is therefore assumed that~1! the
polymerase-substrate dissociation time is large compare
both the time required for an oligonucleotide-length exte
sion and the mean free time between encounters, and~2!
each polymerase-ssDNA encounter results in the all-or-no
codeword-length extension of the strand. In this case,
total number of effective polymerase-DNA encounters in
single incubation period of length,Dtp , is invariant to the
extendability of the DNA substrate, and may be estimated
the product,Nenc5Nuv tDtp . If Nenc is assumed to be distrib
uted uniformly amongst the entire set of strands, then
mean number of effective encounters per ssDNA, per po
merization period is estimated by

N̄e5
Nenc

No
5

Nuv t Dtp

No
, ~8!

and the mean effective polymerase-ssDNA encounter ra
given by

r̄ e5
N̄e

Dtp
5

Nuv t

No
. ~9!
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E. Comparison with experiment

The in vitro WPCR implementation of an eight-step pa
was recently attempted@5#. The experimental protocol con
sisted ofNo'1.231013 streptavidin bead-immobilized DNA
strands and five units ofTaq DNA polymerase, in a total
reaction volume of 400mL. DNA codewords were each 15
bases in length, with a uniformGC composition of 8/15, and
the DNA spacer length wasl s521 bases. Each strand’s tran
sition rule region contained a rule block for implementin
each of the eight transition rules. Prior to the computation
head sequence encoding the first two states of the eight-
path was appended to each strand, using a novel ‘‘inp
PCR technique. As a result, each strand initiated the com
tation at the second internal computational state, and in
second extension state (r 52). The applied thermal program
consisted of 15 iterations of a thermal cycle composed of~1!
a 30 s incubation at 64 °C,~2! an increase to 80 °C in 60 s
~3! 300 s of polymerization at 80 °C, and~4! a decrease to
64 °C in 120 s. ConstantpH57.0 and ionic strength,I
50.205M ~estimated from the experimental condition
@K1#50.05M , @Mg21#51.5 mM , using the methodology in
Ref. @12#! were maintained throughout the experiment.

In Ref. @5#, a total of seven replicates, denoted$Rr ;r
52,...,8% of the above WPCR implementation were pe
formed, whereRr was designed to independently assess
ability of the protocol to implement ther th transition. In
particular, for each replicateRr , a primer was designed to
append, by polymerase extension, a short, nonexten
‘‘output’’ sequence to the 38 end of an r-fold extended
strand. The corresponding primer was added to eachRr after
a total of 2(r 21) thermal cycles. Following completion o
15 thermal cycles, the performance of each replicate w
evaluated by means of a secondary, ‘‘output’’ PCR ampl
cation. For Rr , this process essentially accomplished t
PCR amplification of the set ofr-fold extended strands. Re
sults were visualized by gel electrophoresis. Output P
therefore evaluated the success of each round on an a
none basis: the production of even a tiny fraction ofr-fold
extended product in replicateRr was interpreted as succes
for the r th extension. In the output gel, bright bands we
observed at the mobilities characteristic of molecules hav
undergone a total of 1–5 extensions~including the first,
which was implemented by input PCR!. Numerous very faint
bands, observed at various mobilities, are assumed to b
dicative of error extension during WPCR and output PC
rather than correctly extended product. Although premat
failure occurred after only five transitions, the authors
sumed that problems due to backhybridization had b
overcome by the optimized thermal program, and attribu
this failure to error hybridization during the output. A com
parison between the predictions of the current model of e
ciency and the experimentally observed behavior in Ref.@5#
provides an opportunity to evaluate the theoretical validity
this assumption.

The implementation in Ref.@5# of the first extension by
input PCR was modeled by assigning the value,e151. For
extensions,r .1, eache r value was approximated by th
mean value,ē r provided by Eq.~7!. The consensus value o
0-5
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the cooperativity parameter,s'4.531025 was adopted@9#.
The free energy of duplex formation,DGo, of each member
of the codeword set applied in Ref.@5#, with its Watson-
Crick complement, was estimated using the nearest-neig
model of Ref.@13#. Free energies were verified to approx
mately satisfy the assumption of codeword energetic uni
mity. Following adjustment for experimental ionic streng
by using the methodology described in Ref.@13#, codeword
energies were averaged, and divided byl 21 to obtain the
mean doublet Gibbs free energy of stackingDGnn

o The cor-
responding mean doublet statistical weight,s5

2DGnn
o /RTrx was then combined with Eq.~7! to estimateē r

as a function ofr andTrx . As shown in Fig. 2, for the WPCR
implementation in Ref.@5#, e r for r .1 is predicted to reach
a maximum value of 3.231025, at r 52 and Trx'77 °C,
which is in good agreement with the experimentally det
mined optimum of 80 °C. This optimalTrx is predicted to
vary by less than 1 °C over the entire range of extens
states,r 52,...,8. Optimal extension efficiency is predicted
decrease slowly with increasingr, to a minimum of 1.2
31025 for strands in extension stater 58, due to the gen-
eration of additional backhybridized structures.

An estimate of the mean number of DNA polymerase
counters per strand per round,N̄e , for each component of the
four-stage thermal cycle of Ref.@5# was estimated using Eq
~8!. v t was estimated by dividing the bulk rate of addition
bases defined to equal 1 unit of enzyme@3.3531012 bases/
~unit s!, under optimal conditions, using excess dsDNA su
strate @11## and the mean number of bases added
polymerase-substrate encounter~i.e., processivity!. Based on
the manufacturer’s estimate, a mean processivity of 50 b
per effective encounter was assumed@14#, which yielded the
estimate,v t'6.7031010 effective encounters/~unit s!. Appli-
cation of Eq.~8! yielded N̄e'8.4 effective encounters pe
strand per 300 s period at 80 °C, andN̄e'1.7 effective en-
counters per strand per 60 s period at 64 °C. The polym
ization process during each ramp was modeled as a dis

FIG. 2. An estimate of the mean extension efficiency per eff
tive polymerase encounter,ē r for the WPCR implementation in Ref
@5# as a function of reaction temperatureTrx and extension proces
r.
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set of brief polymerization periods of equal length, where
interval size was selected so that each period implemente
average of one effective polymerase encounter per str
All N̄e and ē r estimates were then applied in combinati
with the Markov chain model of Sec. III A, to estimate th
number of strands in Ref.@5# having undergone each of from
1 ~denoted byN̄2! to 8 ~denoted byN̄9! extensions, as a
function of thermal cycle. Here, the overscore denotes
use of the set$ē r% in the single-step transition matrix@Eq.
~1!#.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the production of small fraction
of molecules that have successfully undergone from 1 t
extensions is predicted during the first thermal cycle~i.e., N̄2

throughN̄5 each exceed unity following one thermal cycle!.
The production of longer molecules, however, is delayed
til the 11th thermal cycle, when the appearance of fivef
extended molecules is predicted (N̄6.1). The production of
sixfold extended molecules is not predicted during the en
course of the experiment. This predicted performance is
excellent agreement with the experimentally observed
havior reported in Ref.@5# ~i.e., failure after a total of five
transitions!, a result that lends strong support to the view th
backhybridization was responsible for the reported prem
ture failure, rather than some other, unmodeled process.

F. The feasibility of WPCR

Strategies to increase WPCR efficiency may be clas
into two categories:~1! attempts to decrease the fraction
occupancy of backhybridized structures, 12e r and ~2! at-
tempts to increase the mean total number of effective po
merase encounters per strand,N̄tot . As the generation of
backhybridized hairpins is a natural consequence of ex
sion, the elimination of these structures by encoding
simple redesign appears to be impossible. The impac
backhybridization onē r is determined by the magnitude o
1.66rsl @cf., Eq. ~7!#. Although this l dependence sugges
that efficiency may be enhanced by reducingl, the use of
primers shorter than 16 bases is not generally recommen

-

FIG. 3. The overall efficiency of Komiyaet al. @5#. An estimate

of the mean number of DNA strandsN̄r predicted to have under
gone from 1 extension (r 52) to 5 extensions (r 56), after the
completion of 1–15 thermal cycles, in the eight-step WPCR imp
mentation reported in Ref.@5#. The total strand number was ap
proximately 1.231013 strands.
0-6
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for PCR, due to an increased tendency to dissociate@15#. The
15 base codewords used in Ref.@5# are, therefore, likely to
be of optimal length. This trend is general: any simple str
egy, that seeks to enhance efficiency by decreasing the
bility of backhybridized structures~i.e., decreasings or l!
also decreases the stability of desired structures.

The most straightforward method to increaseN̄tot is the
application of additional polymerization time. As shown
Fig. 4, the WPCR implementation in Ref.@5# ~at Trx

577 °C! is predicted to reachminimal completion(N̄9'1)
after roughlyN̄tot52.93103 effective encounters per stran
~q58 curve,x intercept!. At the estimated encounter rate
1.68 effective encounters/~strand min! predicted for condi-
tions of Ref.@5# this requires a total of 28.4 h of polyme
ization. As shown in Fig. 4, the attainment of minim
completion is predicted to become much more difficult aq
is increased. For aq520 WPCR implementation~at Trx
577 °C!, minimal completion requires a total of rough
3.43105 effective encounters/strand, or 142 days at 1.68
fective encounters/~strand min!.

A related strategy is to decrease the mean time betw
polymerase-DNA encounters,t̄ e5 r̄ e

21 @cf. Eq.~9!#. This may
be accomplished by~1! applying excess polymerase,Nu , ~2!
decreasing the number strands,No , and/or~3! using an poly-
merase with a higherv t value for oligonucleotide-length sub
strate~i.e., a lower processivity!. For instance, application o
an excess ofTaq DNA polymerase~Nu550 units, which
yields t̄ e53.6 s! is predicted to decrease the time for min
mal completion of aq520 WPCR implementation to 14.
days. Although further decreases int̄ e may be accomplished
straightforwardly, a substantial reduction inNo is inconsis-
tent with the goal of massive parallelism. Furthermore,
use of a very large excess of polymerase is known to
crease the rate of nonspecific extension. In any case,
success of decreases int̄ e to enhance overall efficiency i
limited kinetically by the condition for equilibrium,t̄ e@t r .
Although a detailed treatment of WPCR kinetics is beyo

FIG. 4. The scaling of WPCR efficiency. An estimate of t

mean number of fully extended DNA strands,N̄q11 produced as a
function of the mean total number of effective polymera

encounters/strand,N̄tot for WPCR implementations of computa
tional paths of lengthq54, 8, 12, 16, and 20. In each case, DN
codewords are energetically equivalent to those used in Ref.@5#,
and the application of the estimated optimalTrx has been assumed
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the scope of this work, a rough estimate oft r .1 may be
obtained by modeling the WPCR reaction in terms of a s
plified r-state model of hairpin kinetics, in which strands
extension stater .1 are distributed amongst a set compos
of r 21 identical, but distinguishable backhybridized hairp
structures, and the random coil~occupancy of the extendabl
hairpin is neglected!. For this purpose, the forward (kr

1) and
reverse (kr

2) rate constants of hairpin formation for a stran
in extension stater were modeled by the mean values, av
aged over allr 21 backhybridized hairpins accessible to t
strand. This model yields the relaxation time,t r5@(r
21)kr

11kr
2#21. Following @16#, k1 values for individual

hairpins may be modeled by the empirical expression,k1

'A(n1 l )22.6, where the constant,A'6.73107 has been
estimated by using the reported specific value in Ref.@16# of
k151.43104 for a loop of n521 thymine residues. The
mean WPCR loop lengths for extension processesr .1, for
an l 515, q520 WPCR implementation range fromn̄2
'330 ton̄20'600 bases. Corresponding relaxation times
Trx577 °C range fromt251.9 ms tot2052.9 ms, which is
roughly three orders of magnitude less than the mean
counter time of t̄ e53.6 s, obtained usingNu550 units of
TaqDNA polymerase andNo51.231013 DNA strands. Sub-
stantial additional decreases int̄ e are, therefore, expected t
rapidly become ineffective.

An examination of Fig. 4 indicates that the application
WPCR to massively parallel computation is substantially l
feasible. For the WPCR implementation in Ref.@5#, adjusted
to the optimalTrx of 77 °C, a total of roughly 6.03105 en-
counters per strand is predicted to be required for comple
of 50% of theNo51.231013 strands. This corresponds t
248 days and 24.8 days of polymerization, usingNu55
units, andNu550 units of Taq DNA polymerase, respec
tively. For aq520 implementation, attaining a 50% compl
tion rate requires a total of roughly 107 encounters per
strand, or 417 days of polymerization, usingNu550 units of
Taq DNA polymerase.

IV. PNA-MEDIATED WPCR

A. The P loop

An alternative approach is to redesign the WPCR arc
tecture to enable the specific inhibition of backhybridiz
structures by targeted PNA2 /DNA triplex formation. The
ability of polyamine nucleic acid strands~PNAs! to bind to
complementary ssDNA with extremely high affinity and s
quence specificity is well characterized@17#. For homopyri-
midine PNA strands, binding to a complementary ssDN
target sequence occurs with stoichiometry 2 PNA:1 DN
indicating the formation of a PNA2 /DNA triplex. Under ap-
propriate reaction conditions, rapid formation of the tripl
structure occurs even if the target DNA single strand is
volved in hybridization with a complementary DNA stran
~i.e., by strand invasion!. In this case, triplex formation re
sults in the extrusion of the target-complementary DN
strand, forming a ‘‘P loop’’ @18#.

Formation of the PNA2 /DNA triplex is a two-step pro-
cess@19#. In the first step, sequence-specific invasion of
0-7
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target region of the DNA double strand is accomplished b
single PNA molecule. The result of this reversible nucleat
phase is the formation of an antiparallel, Watson-Crick b
paired PNA/DNA duplex~By convention, PNAs are oriente
from N to C terminal!. The second phase of triplex formatio
is a virtually irreversible ‘‘locking’’ phase, in which a secon
PNA strand complexes into the major groove of the PN
DNA duplex by means of Hoogsteen base pairing@20#. This
Hoogsteen strand adopts a parallel orientation relative to
target DNA strand. The extraordinary stability of this triple
structure is due to~1! the absence of the strong electrosta
repulsion that exists between the sugar phosphate backb
of a DNA duplex or triplex~PNA is electrostatically neutral!,
and ~2! the presence of a strong hydrogen bonding inter
tion between the phosphate oxygen atoms of the target D
backbone and the amide nitrogen bonds of the Hoogs
strand@21#. Conditions that promote the unwinding of th
DNA are, however, required for the initial nucleation st
@18#. At constant temperature, this is accomplished by
application of low salt concentration (@Na1#<40mM ). Al-
ternatively, unwinding may be accomplished thermally. On
formed, the locked triplex remains stable, even under co
tions that inhibit the initial nucleation phase~e.g., high
@Na1# and lowTrx! @18#.

Achieving a high saturation of target sequences is crit
to the effectiveness of antisense and antigene strategies b
on PNA2 /DNA formation. The use of ‘‘bis-PNA,’’ in which
the two PNA strands involved inP loop formation are con-
nected by means of a flexible linker has been verified to b
highly effective means of enhancing the rate of strand in
sion @22#. The use of cationic pseudoisocytosine~J!-
containing PNA sequences has also been suggested@23#. The
combined application of these two techniques, under co
tions of low salt (20mM @Na1#) and excess PNA, was re
ported to result in the rapid, virtually irreversible attainme
of a near unity fractional saturation of dsDNA target@23#.
For the reported pseudo-first-order rate constant of 2
min21 obtained using 1.0nM DNA target and 1.0mM bis-
PNA, at 37 °C and 20mM @Na1# conditions, fractional satu
rations of 0.9, 0.99, and 0.999 are predicted in roughly
120, and 180 s, respectively.

B. PNA-mediated WPCR

In order to enable the uniform inhibition of backhybrid
ized hairpins by targeted PNA2 /DNA triplex formation, the
basic structure of the WPCR transition rule block may
modified so that a ssDNA target sequence for bis-PNA bi
ing is synthesized between the initial and newly polymeriz
state codewords, during each state transition. In particu
separation of the source and target codeword pair of eac
theq rule blocks of an encoded strand by the ‘‘target gene
tor’’ sequence 58-T4CT2CT2-38 results in the separation o
successively polymerized state codewords
58-A2GA2GA4-38, the target for the cationic bis-PNA mo
ecule described in Ref.@23#. Computation may then be
implemented by subjecting the mixture to a total ofq poly-
merization periods, each of which~with the exception of the
final period! is followed by a round of bis-PNA treatmen
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Following completion of allq cycles. bis-PNA clamps may
be removeden masseby a high temperature denaturin
wash. This modified computational architecture, which is
ferred to as PNA-mediated whiplash PCR~PWPCR!, is il-
lustrated in Fig. 5 for the implementation of the three-sta
two-step path,a→b→c. As shown in Fig. 5~ii ! panel 1, the
first state transition (a→b), which is implemented by poly-
merase extension, produces target seque
58-A2GA2GA4-38 between state codewordsA and B. A
round of bis-PNA treatment, which is implemented by su
jecting the mixture to a 180 s, low@Na1#, excess bis-PNA
wash then results in the effective saturation of instances
the target sequence withP-loop forming bis-PNA@Fig. 5~ii !,
panel 2#. Formation of this triplex structure, shown in deta
in Fig. 5~iii !, in turn destabilizes the backhybridized hairpi
and increases the occupancy of the extendable hairpin@Fig.
5~ii !, panel 3#, which is required for the execution of the ne
transition,b→c @Fig. 5~ii !, panel 4#.

FIG. 5. PNA-mediated WPCR.~i! PWPCR encoding for com-
puting the patha→b→c. This encoding scheme differs from
WPCR, in that each transition rule block contains a ‘‘target gene
tor’’ sequence, 58-T4CT2CT2-38. ~ii ! Each state transition~hori-
zontal arrow! then produces the ‘‘target’’ sequence
58-A2GA2GA4-38 between the source and target codewords. T
process is illustrated in panel 1 for the transition,a→b. Addition of
bis-PNA then results in the formation of a PNA2 /DNA triplex
~shown in panel 2 as an ellipse! at the target sequence. This triple
region destabilizes the extended hairpin structure~panel 2!, increas-
ing the occupancy of the extendable hairpin~panel 3! required for
the next transition~panel 4!. ~iii ! PNA2 /DNA triplex structure.
0-8
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FIG. 6. Markov chain model of the PWPCR protocol. Each strand progresses in single-step increments through an orderedq
states, ranging fromx51 ~fully unextended! to x52q ~fully extended!. Eache r8 value denotes the probability of executing ther th extension,
during a single effective polymerase encounter.p denotes the probability of PNA2 /DNA triplex formation at the 38 most target site during
a PNA treatment. Each effective polymerase encounter is modeled by applying the accompanying state transition matrix to
occupancy row vector~see text!, under the conditionp50. Each bis-PNA treatment phase is modeled by application of the state tran
matrix, under the conditione r850, ;r .
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C. The efficiency of PWPCR

In order to provide a framework for estimating the impa
of bis-PNA targeting on the overall efficiency of thein vitro
implementation of aq-step computational path, the proce
of recursive extension of each PWPCR-encoded strand
be modeled as a Markov chain. As in WPCR, strands
assumed to be anchored to a solid substrate, so that the
tential for strand-strand interaction may be neglected. In
dition, following each successful extension, a PWPCR str
is assumed to require a round of PNA treatment prior
further extension, due to the very high stability of a PN
untreated, backhybridized structure~cf. Sec. IV D!. As a re-
sult, in addition to theq11 states necessary to model a set
strands distributed overq11 distinctive lengths~cf., Sec.
III C !, an additional set ofq21 intermediate states is re
quired to model theq bis-PNA treatments, for a total of 2q
extension states. Let the extension state of a PWP
encoded strand be denoted byx. Note that the PNA treatmen
of the fully extended state is neglected.

Another complication is the need to model each bis-P
treatment separately from each polymerization period.
particular, these two protocols cannot be performed con
rently, due to the low ionic strength required to achieve
rapid, high fractional saturation of target regions with b
PNA. In order to facilitate the modeling of the overall pr
cess of strand extension with a single Markov chain, t
types of probabilities are adopted:e r8 , which represents the
probability that a strand will execute ther th extension pro-
cess during a single polymerase encounter~note that in PW-
PCR, r does not denote the strand’s extension state!, andp,
which represents the probability that a strand’s 38 most tar-
get sequence will become PNA treated during a round
bis-PNA treatment. A single polymerase encounter is th
modeled, for each strand in the mixture, by executing
single transition withp50, while a single round of PNA
treatment is modeled by executing a single transition w
e r850,;r .

The resulting Markov chain model is illustrated in Fig.
Each strand progresses, in single-step increments, throug
ordered set of 2q states, ranging fromx51 ~fully unex-
tended! to x52q ~fully extended!. The subset of even state
corresponds to the set ofunextendableDNA hairpins, where
a strand in statex52r has undergone a total ofr previous
extensions, but has not been subjected to a subsequent r
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of PNA treatment. During a round of bis-PNA treatmen
PNA targeting of this strand’s 38 target site occurs with prob
ability p, an event that is modeled as a transition to the n
odd state. Similarly, the subset of odd states correspond
the set ofextendableDNA hairpins, where a strand in stat
x52r 21 has undergone a total ofr 21 previous extensions
and the strand has also been subjected to a subsequent
of PNA treatment. During a single polymerase encoun
this strand may execute ther th extension with probability
e r8 , a process that is modeled as a transition to the next e
state. The single-step transition matrix has the form

T53
12e18 e18 0 ¯ 0 0

0 12p p ¯ 0 0

0 0 12e28 ¯ 0 0

] ] ] � ] ]

0 0 0 ¯ 12eq8 eq8

0 0 0 ¯ 0 1

4 , ~10!

where T5T($e r8%,p). A single round of polymerization

which implements an average ofN̄e effective encounters
strand, is modeled by theN̄e-step polymerization matrix,E

5T($e r8%,0)N̄e. Similarly, a single round of bis-PNA treat
ment is modeled by the single-step transition matrix,P
5T($0%,p). The overall state occupancies for a PWPC
protocol that consists of a set ofq extension rounds, each o
which is composed of a single round of polymerization fo
lowed by a single bis-PNA treatment, are then given by
elements of the row vector

@N1N2¯N2q#5@No0¯0#•~E•P!q, ~11!

whereNo denotes the total strand number andNx>1 denotes
the total number of strands occupying statex.

D. The efficiency per polymerase-DNA encounter

The effect of PNA2 /DNA triplex formation on the per
encounter polymerization extension efficiency,e r8 , may be
estimated by means of a statistical thermodynamic mo
Due to the experimentally reported compactness of theP
loop, the presence of a triplex region immediately adjacen
0-9
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the head sequence is assumed to have a negligible impa
the ability of the head to hybridize with a complementa
sequence in the transition rule region. As a result, the sta
tical weight Kr of the extendable configuration anticipate
for roundr is constructed as described in Sec. III B. Estim
ing the effect of the triplex region on the statistical weight
backhybridized structures requires more care. For simplic
an all-or-none model of duplex formation is assumed. In t
case, each extension facilitates the formation of three dist
backhybridized structures:~1! an extended backhybridize
hairpin, which is composed of a pair of lengthl duplex is-
lands punctuated by aP loop @e.g., Fig. 5~ii !, panel 2#, and
~2,3! two shorter backhybridized hairpins, each of which
sults from formation of only one of the two duplex islan
associated with the full-length structure. The total statisti
weight of backhybridization due to extension processr is
equal to the sum of the statistical weights of these th
structures,

Kr5ssl 21F 11ssl 21Zp

~nr811!1.5 1
1

S nr81
10l

3
11D 1.5G , ~12!

where a target sequence of lengthl p5 2
3 l has been assumed

nr8 denotes the terminal loop length of a strand in extens
processr’s planned configuration, andZp is the statistical
weight of theP loop region. It should be carefully noted th
this quantity is the statistical weight of theP loop region,
giventhe presence of an irreversible PNA2 /DNA triplex, and
as such does not include the energetics of PNA2 /DNA tri-
plex formation. Rather, the PNA2 /DNA triplex is assumed to
be present, and hence carries a statistical weight of 1.
simplicity, the decrease in the Jacobson-Stockmayer l
closure probability anticipated due to the increased lo
chain stiffness in the short triplex region is neglected.

A precise estimate of the energetics of interaction betw
the postinvasionP loop components~the triplex and ex-
truded single strand! is absent from the literature. The obse
vation of a distinctive eye structure for theP loop @18#, how-
ever, suggests the absence of stabilizing interactions betw
the extruded single-stranded target-complementary st
and the PNA2 /DNA triplex. Molecular mechanics calcula
tions also indicate that stabilizing interaction between
two P loop components is minimal@24#. In Ref. @25# the
electrostatic interaction between the positive charges o
cationic bis-PNA molecule and the phosphates of the a
cent DNA backbones was also reported to be negligible.Zp
is therefore assumed to be entirely entropic in origin, and
modeled as a stiff chain with excluded volume. The gene
form of the Jacobson-Stockmayer equation for the statist
weight of a closed loop ofm links is Z5(m1d)a, where
a521.7 for an internal loop with excluded volume@8#, and
d is an empirical parameter that accounts for chain stiffn
@26#. The local value ofd is roughly equal to the order o
magnitude of the persistence length of the chain@26#. In the
absence of specific information regarding the persiste
length of a PNA2 /DNA triplex, the decrease in probabilit
of loop closure associated with the stiffnesses of the ssD
and triplex regions is neglected, and the valued50 is
02191
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adopted. It should be noted that this value ofd corresponds
to the assumption of the worst case behavior, from the sta
point of PWPCR efficiency. Since an internal loop formed
k broken base pairs contains a total of 2k12 links between
bases, for theP loop region, m5214l /3, and Zp5(2
14l /3)21.7.

The equilibrium fraction of extendable structures is es
mated by the ratio of the statistical weight of the extenda
structure with all structures,

e r85H 11g r91g r8F 11
ssl 21

S 21
4

3
l D 1.7G1

~nr811!1.5

ssl 21 J 21

.

~13!

For a target sequence length ofl p5 2
3 l , each member of the

trio of backhybridized structures generated in ther th round
of extension will contain a terminal loop of length eithernr8
or nr95nr8110l /3 bases.g r8 andg r9 are defined usingnr8 and
nr9 , respectively, in exact analogy withg r @Eq. ~5!#. Explicit
evaluation ofe r8 for a given strand requires knowledge of th
specific encoding and reaction conditions. As in the case
WPCR, the low order polynomial dependence ofe r8 on loop
size suggests that variations ine r8 resulting from permuta-
tions in transition rule order will be small. The impact o
specific transition rule ordering is, therefore, again neglec
and the efficiency per polymerase encounter of a PWP
strand is considered to be well approximated by the va
that results from the mean orderingē r8 . Calculation of the
loop quantities (n̄r8 ,ḡ r8 ,ḡ r9) that characterize the mean orde
ing for a PWPCR-encoded strand with characteristics,q, l,
and s proceeds in exact analogy with the calculation of t
quantities n̄r ,ḡ r , discussed for the WPCR architecture
Sec. III C. For a target sequence length of 2l /3 nucleotides,
n̄r8'2l (r 12q/3), and r<ḡ r8'ḡ r9<1.94r , for 1,r<q.
Adopting the maximum limiting behavior ofḡ r8 yields the
final expression

ē r8'H 111.94r ~12d1r !F 21
ssl 21

S 21
4

3
l D 1.7G

1
@ l ~2r 1 4

3 q!#1.5

ssl 21 J 21

~14!

for the extension efficiency per polymerase-ssDNA enco
ter for the r th extension of a PNA-treated PWPCR stra
with static characteristicsq, l, and s. Here the Kro¨necker
delta d1r accounts for the absence of backhybridized str
tures during the first extension.

E. The parallelization of PWPCR

The ultimate aim of both WPCR and PWPCR is the p
allel, in vitro implementation of a massive number of distin
computational paths. The ability of either architecture
0-10
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implement parallel computations may be assessed as foll
Consider the simple parallelization of a PWPCR implem
tation, in which the total copy numberNo has been parse
into P distinct species, each of which encodes a distinct co
putational path and is present with equal copy number,Nc
5No /P. The maximum parallelism obtainable by th
implementation is equal toPmax5No /Nc . However, this is
practically obtained only whenNc is sufficiently large to
ensure the full extension of at least one copy per path.

The use of codeword sets with uniform length and en
getics is assumed. In the absence of bimolecular interac
the completion of each strand is an independent proc
Therefore, the mean probability of failure per path~i.e., for
all Nc copies! is given by pf5(12x)Nc, where x
[N2q /No is the fraction of fully extended strands at th
completion of the implementation. As the mean number
failed paths in a parallel implementation is equal to the pr
uct pf P, the condition for completion of a parallel PWPC
implementation may be expressed by the threshold rela
pf P,1. Combining these expressions, maximum parallel
for a PWPCR implementation that consists ofNo strands,
each of which completes with a mean probability ofx, is
predicted whenNc is chosen such that

~12x!Nc5
Nc

No
. ~15!

For convenience, the value ofNc that satisfies this equatio
will be denotedNc(opt). Although Eq.~15! may not, in gen-
eral, be used to produce a closed-form expression
Nc(opt), an estimate may be obtained numerically for a
specific $x,No% pair of interest. The accompanying max
mum parallelism is then estimated byPmax5No /Nc(opt).

F. Model predictions

A comparison of Eqs.~7! and~14! indicates that the mos
significant effect of targeted triplex formation on the ef
ciency per encounter is the destabilization of the full len
backhybridized configuration by a factor ofs. The impact of
this effect is best illustrated by concrete application. For t
purpose,e r8 for each of the last seven steps of a PWPC
implementation of the eight-step computational path
scribed in Ref.@5# has been estimated using the mean va
over all transition rule orderings,ē r8 , provided by Eq.~14!.
For consistency, codeword energetics and buffer conditi
for the extension reaction were selected that are identica
those in Ref.@5#. In addition, the first extension process
each strand was assumed to be implemented by input
@5#. Results are illustrated in Fig. 7. As shown, the optim
Trx for extension is predicted to be roughly 60 °C, for stran
in extension statesr 52,...,8, with a variation of less tha
1 °C. At this temperature, the PWPCR extension proces
predicted to proceed with an efficiency per effective enco
ter that varies fromē28'0.04 (r 52) to ē88'0.01 (r 58), an
improvement of roughly three orders of magnitude over
equivalent WPCR implementation~cf., Fig. 2!.

The overall efficiency of the PWPCR protocol, in terms
N̄2q , the estimated total number of fully extended stran
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produced afterq experimental cycles of polymerization an
bis-PNA treatment, has been estimated using the Mar
chain model of Sec. IV C. Here, the overscore denotes
use of the set of mean values,$ē r8% in the transition matrix
@Eq. ~10!#. Codeword energetics,Taq polymerization buffer
conditions, and total strand number~No51.231013 strands!
were taken to be identical to those applied in Ref.@5#. The
total number of effective polymerase-DNA encounte
~strand cycle! was estimated using Eq.~8!. For consistency,
the implementation of the first extension (r 51) by input
PCR was assumed. This was modeled by assigning an
ciency of unity for the first extension (e1851). The applica-
tion of a near-optimal polymerization temperature ofTrx
'60 °C was assumed in the polymerization phase of e
PWPCR cycle. Each round of bis-PNA treatment was
sumed to be sufficient to attain a near-unity fractional sa
ration of target sequences in solution~i.e., exposure of the
anchored strands for 180 s to a 1.0mM bis-PNA solution, at
20mM @Na1#, and room temperature!. Results are illustrated
in Fig. 8, as a function of the number of polymerase enco
ters implemented per cycle,N̄e for PWPCR implementations
of lengthq58, 16, 20, 32, and 64 steps.

As shown by Fig. 8, the targeted triplex formation cha
acteristic of PWPCR is predicted to be accompanied b
large increase in overall strand completion efficiency@cf.,
Fig. 4, where for comparison purposes,N̄e values for
PWPCR should be converted to total effective encoun
number byN̄tot5(q21)N̄e#. For instance, the PWPCR imple
mentation of the eight-step path reported in Ref.@5#, at an
effective encounter rate ofN̄e'18 encounters/~strand cycle!
~for a total ofN̄tot5126 encounters/strand, which is identic
to the value estimated in Ref.@5#!, is predicted to complete
roughly 1.23109 of the initial 1.231013 encoded strands, fo
a per-strand completion rate ofx'1.031024. For compari-
son purposes, a WPCR implementation of this computat
at the optimalTrx is predicted to require roughlyN̄tot53

FIG. 7. An estimate of the mean extension efficiency per eff
tive polymerase encounterē r8 for the PWPCR implementation of a
eight-step path, as a function of reaction temperatureTrx and ex-
tension processr. Codeword energetics and buffer conditions a
assumed to be identical to those in Ref.@5#.
0-11
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3103 encounters/strand. The maximum parallelismPmax
achievable by thisq58 PWPCR implementation may b
estimated by solving Eq.~15! for Nc(opt), and applying the
simple relationship,Pmax5No /Nc(opt). This procedure pre
dicts that a maximum parallelism ofPmax'7.53107 distinct
paths is obtained using a copy number ofNc(opt)'1.6
3105, which corresponds to the parallel implementation
roughlyNops5qPmax'109 distinct computational operations

An examination of the scaling behavior of PWPCR ef
ciency indicates that a substantial improvement may be
tained by a realistic set of modifications to the extens
protocol. For instance, according to Fig. 8~dashed curve!,
the application of a realistic set of extension reaction con
tions @Trx560 °C; Nu527 units andDtp560 min, yielding
N̄e'542.7 effective encounters/~strand cycle!, for a mean
total of N̄tot'104 effective encounters per strand over all
total hours of polymerization# allows the PWPCR implemen
tation of a computation of lengthq520 rounds, with a per
strand completion efficiency ofx'0.50. Using Eq.~15!, a
maximum parallelism ofPmax5No /Nc'3.231011 distinct
computational paths is predicted to be obtained by thiq
520 PWPCR implementation at a copy number of roug
Nc(opt)'38 copies per path. This value corresponds to
parallel implementation of roughlyNops5qPmax'6.431012

distinct computational operations, in a reaction volume
400 mL.

G. Practical considerations

The current analysis is based on an equilibrium mode
hairpin formation. Model predictions therefore apply stric
to experimental conditions at whicht̄ e@t r . The potential
for kinetic trapping due to unplanned intramolecular inter
tion complicates an estimation oft r , and is a particularly
critical issue at reaction temperatures much less than
melting temperature (Tm) of backhybridized hairpins. How

FIG. 8. The efficiency of PWPCR. An estimate of the me

number of fully extended DNA strandsN̄2q produced as a function
of the mean number of effective polymerase encounters per st

per cycle,N̄e , for PWPCR implementations of paths of lengthq
58, 16, 20, 32, and 64. Codeword energetics and buffer condit
are assumed to be identical to those in Ref.@5#, and the application
of the estimated optimumTrx has been assumed.
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ever, the reaction temperatures suggested for WPCR
PWPCR~77 and 60 °C, respectively! are both approximately
equal to the estimated melting temperatures of the back
bridized hairpins in the respective architectures. Furth
more, hairpins used are typically encoded to minimize u
planned sequence similarity. These two strategies w
regarded to be sufficient to guarantee the negligibility of
netic trapping due to unplanned sequence similarity for
implementations investigated. Relaxation times for PWP
were then estimated by application of the simple model
hairpin kinetics discussed in Sec. III F. Mean hairpin lo
sizes for a PWPCR implementation of a 20-step path ra
from 430 bases during the first extension process, to 1
bases, at completion. Estimated relaxation times ranged f
t2514 ms tot2059.6 ms. As the mean time between effe

tive encounters for PWPCR ranged fromt̄ e535.7 s ~N̄e

58.4 encounters in 300 s! to t̄ e56.7 s ~N̄e5542.7 encoun-
ters in 60 min!, the assumption of equilibrium is expected
be valid for the range of reaction conditions considered.

Ensuring the consistency of the cationic bis-PNA targ
ing and polymerization processes~i.e., so that PNAs do no
fall off at polymerization temperatures! is also critical.
Cytosine-bearing, cationic bis-PNAs of the same length
those used in the text~i.e., complementary to a ten
nucleotide target sequence! have been reported to melt a
approximately 85 °C at 0.1M Na1, with a very narrow melt-
ing transition@22#. As thisTm value is 25 °C higher than the
predicted optimal PWPCR polymerization temperature
60 °C, the suggested PWPCR protocol is regarded to
equately avoid significant melting of the PNA2 /DNA com-
plexes formed during the bis-PNA treatment.

Although preventing a high occupancy of backhybridiz
structures is critical to achieving efficient computation, a v
riety of secondary factors also exist, which are likely to ha
an effect on overall PWPCR performance in practice. F
instance, estimated DNA-enzyme encounter rates assum
optimal performance of the DNA polymerase employed. O
advantage of employing a thermostable enzyme such asTaq
DNA polymerase is the reported maintenance of enzyme
tivity with long exposure to denaturing temperatures. Bas
on the manufacturer’s estimates of the temperature de
dence of enzyme half-life~t1/2510 min andt1/2.130 min at
97.5 and 92.5 °C, respectively@14#!, the application of the
polymerization protocol suggested for PWPCR is unlikely
result in a significant decrease in enzyme performance. H
ever, the use ofTaqDNA polymerase also carries with it th
penalty of a modestly reduced activity at the reaction te
perature suggested above~a 50% reduction at 60 °C@15#!. In
practice it is therefore likely that a modest increase in
zyme concentration, over that suggested above~or equiva-
lently an increased polymerization time! will be required in
order to obtain the predicted performance.

Another practical issue of importance is the potential
reduced extension efficiency due to the presence of subo
mal, but marginally stable unplanned hairpin structures.
noted above, WPCR strands are typically encoded spe
cally to minimize the potential for unplanned seconda
structure. Recent statistical thermodynamic simulations

nd

s
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DNA hybridization fidelity suggest that a very low occu
pancy of error configurations (,1026) can be assured fo
oligonucleotide-length annealing, by the application of a
riety of encoding strategies@27#. It is therefore likely that the
primary effect of error hybridization will be upon the fidelity
rather than the efficiency, of the PWPCR computational p
cess, which is a related but separate issue.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the impact of backhybridization on the e
tension efficiency of a DNA-based autonomous molecu
computer, whiplash PCR was discussed within the fram
work of a Markov chain model of recursive polymerase e
tension. The extension probability per effective polymera
DNA encounter was estimated for each strand length
using a statistical thermodynamic model of DNA duplex fo
mation. The direct application of this model was demo
strated to provide close agreement with recent experime
observations, which report the premature failure of an eig
step, single-path WPCR implementation. The scaling beh
ior of the overall efficiency of WPCR was then discusse
and predicted times to completion were shown to be lo
enough to render WPCR-based massive parallelism in
,

-

l
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sible. In an effort to enhance the efficiency of computati
by reducing the impact of backhybridization, a modified
chitecture, PWPCR, was introduced that enables the spe
inhibition of backhybridized structures through target
PNA2 /DNA triplex formation. Application of this protocol
under realistic reaction conditions is predicted to dram
cally increase both the per encounter and overall comp
tional efficiency, and to allow the practical implementatio
of massively parallel, autonomous computation.
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